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SUMMARY

The mechanisms by which so-called coning errors' occur in a strapdownf-:''"

inertial navigation system are explained by reference to a single mathematical I.'".:':

theorem. Typical values of coning errors are derived and are shown to be e""

significant for a I nm/h inertial navigator. Various methods of evaluating and L.~:

reducing coning errors are discussed.
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I INTRODUCTION

The term 'coning error' has been coined to cover a class of errors to which a strap-

down inertial navigator is subject. There is generally a great deal of confusion and mis-

understanding regarding the mechanisms whereby these errors occur. Indeed explanations in

the current literature tend to treat only very specific cases. This brief Memorandum

rherefore seeks to present an explanation of the principal coning error mechanisms. In so
4

doing it is shown that all coning errors may be described by a single mathematical theorem.

Firstly coning errors are classified in section 2 into three distinct types termed
"true coning errors - type I", "true coning errors - type 2" and "pseudo coning errors".

Here the causes of each class of coning error are identified and suggestions are given for

reducing their effect. Methods for evaluating coning errors are next discussed in * -

section 3 and typical magnitudes of coning errors are calculated (Appendix B). Finally .

conclusions are drawn in section 4.

2 A CLASSIFICATION OF CONING ERRORS

Coning errors may be classified into two types termed "true coning errors" and .

"pseudo coning errors". "True coning errors" may in turn be subdivided into two classes

termed 'type I' and 'type 2'.

2.1 True coning errors

For an inertial navi.gator to exhibit "true coning errors", two conditions must be

met. Firstly its inertial measurement unit must perform rigid body coning motion with

respect to inertial space. That is to say its attitude oscillates cyclically with differ- .

ing phase about each of two orthogonal axes (X and Y say) so that the third orthogonal

axis (Z) traces out a cone in space (Fig 1a). If for example the motion detected about

the X and Y axes is of the form A sin(,jt) and A cos(wt) respectively, where A and w

are constants, then the Z axis will execute a simple circular cone in space. In practice

the oscillatory motion detected about the X and Y axes may be much more complex resulting

in a more complicated cone shape (Fig Ib).

Secondly there must be some deficiency or error in the strapdown system which causes .

the true attitude of the system to be incorrectly tracked. This second condition may %

arise by many causes and it is convenient to classify these into two types as follows.

2.1.1 True coning errors - type I

Here the rigid body coning motion of the inertial navigator stimulates attitude "-

errors such that the system's estimate of orientation executes a coning motion about the

true system attitude. It can be shown that when this condition occurs then the cyclic

attitude errors will rectify to give a net attitude error drift about the axis of the 0

error cone. (Why this rectification should occur is not at all obvious and is therefore

vxplained in Appendix A .) '*.- ,

Having defined the necessary conditions for "true coning errors - type I", it is ,

instructive to consider system deficiencies which can cause such errors in strapdown 5
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(i) Gyro quantisation. This will cause the physical coning motion of the

system to be incorrectly measured so that the system attitude estimate, on average, lags

the true system attitude by upto one quantisation angle. The resulting system attitude

estimate will then itself execute a coning motion, although this will in general be a

more complicated shape than the physical motion of the system.

Coning errors due to quantisation may be reduced by two methods. Firstly the

quantisation of the gyro output could be reduced. This simple solution may not however

be realisable in practice. A second alternative would be to eliminate the consistent

lag of the quantisation process and consequently the resulting coning motion of the

attitude errors. To do this a pulse may be alternatively added and subtracted to the

gyro output. However, for this to work in the presence of positive and negative sensed

angular rates, the sign of the pulse must be made to take the same sign as the angular

rate. This simple algorithm will however slightly increase the quantisation noise, in

exchange for the reduction in coning errors.

(ii) Truncation in the attitude algorithm. The numerical integration scheme

used in the attitude update algorithm, will only be correct to a certain order of approxi-

mation. True coning motion of the system will therefore be incorrectly tracked. It is

possible that the resulting attitude errors may themselves exhibit the coning motion

about the true system attitude thereby causing true coning errors. Whether this will be

the case in practice will depend on the order and type of integration scheme used and each

case must therefore be considered individually. In general a clear reduction in coning

errors will be effected by merely increasing the order of the integration scheme. How-

ever, faster update rates could also be used to reduce the effect of truncation.

It should also be noted that different types of integration scheme using the same

order of approximation wil! yield different errors for a given type of coning motion.

Therefore, if truncation errors cause significant coning errors, then an alternative inte-

gration scheme of the same order may give a significant improvement for specific types of

coning motion.

(iii) Non-commutativity of attitude angles. This again can cause coning errors.

In essence the sampled gyro outputs correspond to integrated angular rate about their

sensitive axes. This sampled information is however insufficient for the system to

accurately update its estimate of attitude. To see this consider a simple sequence of

rotations as follows. A 90 deg rotation about the X axis followed by a 90 deg rotation

about the Y axis will yield an entirely different attitude change if the sequence of

rotations is reversed. The same gyro outputs would however be obtained if samples are

only taken at the start and end of the rotation sequence. This shows that a continuous

measurement and sampling of attitude changes is required to precisely track an attitude
['.i' change.

One cannot of course continuously sample the gyros ina digital system, therefore "

coning motion in particular will not be correctly tracked. If the resulting attitude

errors themselves execute a coning motion about the true system attitude, then true

coning errors will once again occur.
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The problem may be alleviated by increasing the sampling rate of the gyros and

amending the attitude update algorithm to use the additional information. In this way

one need not increase the overall iteration rate of the attitude algorithm and thus avoid

the corresponding computer workload penalties. If the attitude update rate is however

increased, this will also serve to reduce truncation errors. Indeed it may be possible

in this case to actually reduce the order of integration scheme and still preserve the

overall accuracy of the attitude algorithm.

(iv) Limited bandwidth of the attitude update algorithm. This is a different

effect from item (iii) above although both are related. Consider, for example, a strapdown

computer which samples the gyros at say 100 Hz and updates its estimate of attitude at

say 50 Hz. It follows that if motion is present at say 400 Hz, then the attitude algorithm

will be totally unable to track the motion. Because the system cannot detect such high

frequency coning motion, the term 'undetected coning' is applied in such cases. There

will of course also be a grey area at lower frequencies around 15-50 Hz where an attitude

algorithm (sampling gyro outputs at 100 Hz say) will attempt to track the motion but will

introduce appreciable errors.

The presence of coning motion wholly or partly outside the algorithm bandwidth may

therefore cause coning errors. These may be reduced by a variety of methods. Increasing

the order of integration scheme will only increase the bandwidth to a limited extent. A

better approach would be to increase gyro sampling rates and the integration scheme to

make use of this additional information. One could, of course, merely increase the attitude

update rate, but this would be a less efficient solution in terms of computer workload.

Another alternative would be to use anti-vibration mounts to isolate the system from coning

motion of the host vehicle. It should be recognised however that this approach will

increase the uncertainty of the system attitude with respect to the host vehicle.

it is worth mentioning here the effect of dither if dithered ring laser gyroscopes

are used. By dithering the devices at 200-400 Hz the entire inertial measurement unit

will vibrate at dither frequency and may itself execute a coning motion. Whether

the gyros sense this motion or not, an attitude update algorithm operating at say

200 Hz will be unable to track it. Therefore attitude errors, equal in magnitude to the

coning motion, will be exhibited by the system which will give a smoothed attitude output.

Since the errors themselves execute a coning motion then rectification will occur and a

gyro drift type effect will be apparent. (Whilst this explanation of undetected coning a,

errors is perfectly valid, the mechanism is perhaps harder to visualise since the coning

motion will not be detected by the attitude update algorithm, yet the errors still

rectify. An explanation of this effect from a slightly different viewpoint is given in

Appendix A.)

In practice such coning errors due to gyro dither will be undistinguishable from

true gyro drifts and will therefore be identified in system calibration. If however the

inurtial measurement unit can vibrate in several distinct coning modes (possibly changing

- with orientation of the system) then the system will appear to exhibit step changes of

gyro drifts which may be attitude dependent. Since these effects can be appreciable
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(see Appendix B) this phenomenon must be a fundamental consideration when designing the

inertial measurement unit and choosing sensors sampling rates for a strapdown inertial

navigator.

If however such high frequency coning errors are found to exist once a strapdown has

been designed and made, then the following may be considered as possible solutions.

(a) The 'Q' of the sensor mounting block could be altered to reduce resonance

around the dither frequency. This could be effected by redesign of the sensor

mounting block, by changing the 'Q' of the antivibration mounts, or by introducing

a damping mechanism. It should however be noted that such redesigns of completed

hardware may prove to be costly and time consuming.

(b) Sensor sampling could be increased to around 10 kHz. The extra information

available could then be used to track the motion in a modified attitude update

algorithm. Care should however be exercised in this case since the effects of gyro

quantisation could become significant. A possible solution to this would be to

install a dedicated microprocessor in each gyro which optimally prefilters the

sensor outputs at high rate, and which presents the filtered outputs to the strap-

down processor.

(c) A third solution would be to cause the inertial measurement cluster to vibrate

in only one mode. In this way the coning error would become steady and therefore

amenable to calibration. The locking together of the three gyro dither frequencies

could be usefully considered in this case.

Section 2.3 below also explains an alternative mechanism whereby gyro dither can

cause coning errors.

(v) Computer errors. Finite wordlength and limited accuracy in executing

calculations in the attitude update algorithm will inevitably cause errors when the

system attempts to track a coning motion. If such coning errors occur, then increasing

* the wordlength would reduce their effect.

2.1.2 True coning errors - type 2

SIf the host vehicle executes a coning motion about orthogonal axes X and Y say, so

that the Z axis executes a cone in space, and such that at the end of each cycle the

attitude returns to a particular value, then one would at first sight expect that there

would be no net rotation sensed about the Z axis. Appendix A however shows that this is

not the case. Instead a net angular velocity w is sensed about this axis. This is a

. real effect and should be correctly detected by the strapdown system so that the attitude

, estimate can be accurately updated. System errors which arise in the direct measurement

of w constitutes the second type of coning error. (This contrasts with coning errors

'type I' where the rigid body coning motion of the system merely stimulates cyclic

attitude errors which themselves rectify. In 'type 2' coning errors, the physical coning °

motion of the system rectifies to produce a real angular rate which is incorrectly

sensed.)

1 . Such coning errors are principally caused by the following.



(i) Gyro scale-factor error about the coning axis. The presence of this error

will cause to be incorrectly measured giving a system error which resembles a

gyro drift. This coning-induced gyro drift will of course change with the magnitude,

frequency and direction of the coning motion. This can be reduced by better cali-

bration of the gyro scale factors. Wh lst the effect will be small for systems'U

employing ring laser gyros (RLGs) it will be more significant for DTG based strap-

down navigations since the dry tuned gyros in general exhibit significantly greater

scale factor errors than the RLG.

(ii) Gyro orthogonality errors. The presence of such errors would cause compon- Ii
ents of w to be detected about the X and Y axes and gyro drift type system errors

would again result. (Note: this effect can in fact be used to measure gyro orthogon-

ality errors - see section 3.)

Whilst it is recognised that gyro scale factor and orthogonality errors will always

cause system errors in a strapdown inertial navigator, their effect is particularly

embarrassing when associated with rigid body coning since the motion (and hence the

resulting attitude drift) will not be fully predictable but may nevertheless be sustained

over long periods of time.

2.2 Pseudo coning errors

If the inertial navigator does not experience coning motion, but the system itself

introduces errors which cause the attitude estimate to execute a coning motion about the

true attitude, then these errors will again rectify to give a drift about the coning axis.

Since no physical coning motion is present, the term 'pseudo coning' is given to this

effect. (In contrast, true coning errors as detailed above are stimulated by rigid body

coning motion.)

One particular mechanism whereby pseudo coning errors can occur arises from the

dithering of ring laser gyros. If this causes flexure of the gyro mounting block or I
flexure of the gyro sensitive axes with respect to their mounting faces, then cyclic

errors in the gyro outputs can occur resulting in pseudo coning errors. (These are not

termed "coning errors - type I" since the inertial sensor cluster is not executing rigid

body coning motion.) If a system appears to exhibit such pseudo coning errors then the

only suggested remedy is the stiffening of the sensor mounting block or of the gyro

itself. It is not considered possible to reduce the coning errors by algorithm redesign

(see section 2.I(iv) above) since one would not be able to distinguish between true motion

of the sensor block and the deformations.

Pseudo coning errors may also be generated by deficiencies in the attitude update

algorithm of the inertial navigator. In this case each algorithm must be considered on

its individual merits.

3 METHODS OF EVALUATING CONING ERRORS

Z There are three basic methods for evaluating coning errors in a strapdown inertial

navigator.

04a
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(i) Computer simulation. This is an invaluable method for investigating the

susceptibility of the strapdown attitude update algorithm to coning errors.

Firstly a routine for simulating the gyro outputs in the presence of coning motion

must be written. Careful note must be taken of Appendix A to do this. Next the attitude

update routine under test must be written and incorporated into the simulation. This
routine will act on the simulated gyro outputs to give an estimate of updated attitude.

*. Finally a method is needed to derive the error in this output.

To calculate the resulting attitude errors one first needs an attitude reference.

It may be possible to calculate this analytically, however great care must be exercised

*. in this case since errors in interpreting the simulated motion may easily be made (see

Appendix A). Also errors may be made in calculating the sensor outputs which correspond

to a particular motion. Since there are many pitfalls in doing this an alternative

approach is suggested where a second attitude update algorithm is incorporated into the

simulation.

This second algorithm would act as a real-world model and would therefore be made

to have a performance vastly superior to the algorithm under test. This would be

-accomplished by: faster attitude update rates;

more frequent simulated sensor sampling;

zero sensor quantisation in the sensor signals;

greater wordlength and calculation precision;

using a higher order of integration scheme.

*" Certainly errors will still be present in this real-world model, however they should be

small in comparison Lu those associated with the algorithm under test.

(ii) Subjecting the strapdown inertial navigator to known coning motions. To
do this a machine is required to generate the required coning motion. This may be a

programmable two- or three-axis rotation table. Alternatively a device called a 'rocking

table' is used at RAE. This fixture consists of a large hemispherical air bearing on

which equipment under test can be mounted. The bearing can be driven with sinusoidal

motion about three axes and by selecting appropriate frequencies for each axis and fixing

the relative phase, a variety of coning motions may be generated.

,* A diagnostic evaluation of the resulting system errors is now much more complex than

case (i) above where only the attitude algorithm was excited. Certainly one can gain an

'J empirical measure of system degradation due to coning motion although it is important that

the motion which is performed is realistic in magnitude, type and frequency. In the case

of aircraft applications, Refs 1 to 4 may be used to give typical levels of coning motion.

(iii) Direct measurement of gyro dither effects. It is shown in section 2 and

.Appendix B that the dither of ring laser gyroscopes can cause appreciable coning errors

when these devices are used in an inertial navigator. It was shown in particular that

the coning errors will occur if the bandwidth of the attitude update algorithm is below

4 the coning frequency and if one of the following also occur.

• "
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(a) the mounting block of the inertial sensors flexes at around the dither

frequency;

(b) the gyros themselves flex so that their sensitive axes move cyclically;

(c) the entire sensor cluster executes a coning motion at or around the dither -

frequency.

It is also shown that the resulting coning errors are significantly modified 0
according to the stability or otherwise of (a) to (c) above.

Since the resulting coning errors can be easily calculated (see Appendix A)

provided the character;stics of the coning motion are known, it follows that the only

problem is the measurement of such coning motions. One approach to this would be to

machine or bond a mirror on the mounting block or gyros and to observe the pattern made.-"

by a reflected light beam. This would enable coning motions to be readily identified. "':S

In addition changes of shape in the pattern would indicate instability of the coning

motion. The use of a strobed light source would also be useful in identifying changes

in coning modes.

(iv) Mathematical analysis. This method can easily be used to evaluate coning

errors resulting from gyro scale factor and gyro orthogonality errors (type 2 coning

errors). However it is very difficult to accurately estimate type I coning errors. The

use of computer simulation (method (a) above) is recommended as a better approach in this

case. If however it is decided to use mathematical analysis, then Ref 6 will provide

useful information on the relationship between various attitude integration schemes and

the precision obtained.

4 CONCLUSIONS

A mathematical theorem has been used to classify and to account for the principal

types of coning error to which a strapdown inertial navigator may be subject. In " '

addition it has been used to quantify the likely magnitudes of coning errors for a

typical system. .-1 .

It was found in particular that coning effects induced by gyro dither can substan-

tially degrade velocity performance of a I nm/h inertial navigator. It was also shown

that large amplitude low frequency coning motion can also cause significant velocity

errors if certain gyro orthogonality errors of the order of 6 seconds of arc are present. S

Various ways of assessing the effect of coning errors have been suggested and a

range of possible methods for reducing their effect have been outlined.

aJL
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Appendix A

MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF CONING ERRORS

This Appendix seeks to account mathematically why system attitude errors which

execute a coning motion about the true system attitude will necessarily rectify to produce

an attitude error rate about the error cone axis (type I coning errors - section 2.1).

Additionally it is shown how physical coning motion gives rise to a real rectified angular

rate about the coning axis. (The incorrect measurement of this rate gives rise to type 2

coning errors - section 2.2.) An understanding of these rectification processes is funda-

mental to a true understanding of how the various types of coning error occur and both

may be explained by the use of a single mathematical theorem described below.

The theorem was first reported in Ref 5 and, in the context in which it was presented, P-

relates to the motion of a rigid body which executes a cyclic motion such that an axis

fixed in it executes a cone in space. (Note: In the case of type I coning errors we are

interested in system attitude errors which exhibit coning motion with respect to the true

system attitude rather than physical coning motion of the system. However the theorem is

easier to grasp when related to physical motion so it will be presented first in this

context.)

Theorem. Suppose an orthogonal triad of axes X, Y and Z are fixed in a rigid body

as shown in Fig 2a. Suppose further that the attitude of the body moves with

respect to inertial space. In so doing, the unit vector z which is aligned with

the Z axis will trace out a curve F on the unit sphere centered at 0, the inter-

section of X, Y and Z (Fig 2b). Let us further suppose that r is a closed curve

so that in the course of its motion, the Z axis returns to its original direction.

When this happens, the axes X and Y will in general occupy different directions X',

Y' than at the start. The difference between the two axes sets X, Y, Z and X', Y',

Z' can be completely characterised by a single rotation about the Z axis through .

an angle . Suppose wz(t) is the angular velocity of the body about the

instantaneous Z axis at a time t whilst Z is moving along F . At first sight

one might think that by integrating wz(t) over the duration of the motion the value

1 would result. This is not however the case due essentially to the non-

commutativity of the angles which represent the attitude of the body (see section 2).

This non-commutativity ensures that the angular motion about the X and Y axes

rectifies so that an additional angular displacement occurs about the Z axis. The

cOmplete expression for o is then given by:

W zdt + A. + 2-n (A-I)

whcre A- is the area enclosed by - on the unit sphere and n is an integer.

For small oscillations about Z , n will take the value zero and may be neglected.

A proof of this interesting result is beyond the scope of this work but may be

found in Ref 5.

PROVIOUS PAGC
laDAK



12 Appendix A

The following points are worth noting:

(i) If the body executes completely periodic motion so that when Z returns

to its original direction X and Y also resume their original direction, then

will be zero and equation (A-I) will, on rearranging, reduce to:

zdt = - Ar (A-2a)

'P%

This implies that if a body executes coning motion whereby it returns periodically

to its original orientation, then a net angular displacement

-A (A-2b)

will be detected about the coning axis. This will give a corresponding angular rate

Ar (A-2c)

T

for each cycle lasting time T

(ii) Secondly the coning motion need not correspond to a circular cone, but may

be of arbitrary complexity.

(iii) The sign of the area Ar is given by the direction in which F is traced.

Consequently, if r is a symmetric figure-of-eight (Fig 3) then the components of

A. corresponding to each segment will cancel and expression (A-I) will reduce to

Sz dt

(iv) If does not enclose any area then Ar will again be zero and equation

(A-2) will again hold. Thus rectification will not occur unless F encloses a

non-zero area.

(v) Finally if the body executes coning motion so that jZ = 0 , then at the

end of each cycle the body will in fact arrive at a different attitude. The

difference will be a net rotation ' about the coning axis where i is given by

Ar

ero(It should be noted that this is a real effect and must be clearly understood when

simulating coning motion on a computer.)

The above points may now be used in explaining how the various types of coning

error occur. True coning errors, type I are considered first.
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A.I The theorem applied to true coning errors - type I

Suppose that the system estimate of attitude executes a coning motion about .

the true attitude. This can be regarded as equivalent to a rigid body executing

a coning motion about some external reference. In this case the above theorem may be

innediately applied. When this is done, the quantities used now take on slightly

different meanings. 0

A, is now the area traced out on the unit sphere by the attitude error cone.

The angular rate w is now an angular error rate which occurs about the Z axis.
z~

The angle ', is now the net angle between the initial and final orientation of

the error axes for one coning cycle.

Thus for each cycle in which the system attitude estimate executes a cone about the "

true attitude, a net angular drift i will accumulate about the coning axis where 0 is

given by

W dt + A (A-3)

r

Since Z is an angular error rate about the Z axis we would expect its integral to - -

contribute to the error drift about Z . The first term is therefore entirely expected.

The second term however expresses the rectification effect. For, in the case that there

is no error rate about the Z axis, equation (A-3) will reduce to

= AF

T hwi-,4 that the cyclic coning motion of the attitude errors has still produced a net

krc, tititd) error about the Z axis over one cycle.

It is :herefore seen that the cyclic coning errors will necessarily rectify and the

'~krlt ,: the rvtification is equal to the area A- enclosed on the unit sphere by

th. crr r -ninc. mo tion curve By analogy with the physical case considered first, '

it is seen that the shape of the coning motion is not important but rather the area A.

whi,-h it sibtnds on the unit sphere. Further, the sense of the coning motion determines .O
the sign oI the rectified error rate. herefore coning errors which, for example, exhibit

A .nretri-il ii/.ure-of-eight motion would not cause rectified errors since the contri-

butions f,m the two segments would cancel. .

A. 2  •he theorem applied to true coning errors - type 2

lhe first point which was noted after the theorem was stated showed how physical %

.ning ,motion of a given axis, causes a net rectified drift about that axis. Thus, even

when completely periodic motion occurs (so that the axes return periodically to a precise

orientation), a net angular rate is experienced about the coning axis for each complete

!a Cycle. The incorrect measurement of this rectified drift due to sensor misalignments or

scale factor errors then causes the so called "type 2 coning errors". . "-

,...,,. .,, .. ,.,,.,. %
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A.3 The theorem applied to undetected coning errors

Finally it is instructive to consider how undetected coning causes a rectified

error rate (undetected coning errors). Suppose for example that a strapdown system

executes a coning motion which is outside the bandwidth of the attitude update algorithm.

Suppose further that the coning motion is completely periodic so that the system returns

to a given attitude each coning cycle. Equations (A-2a-c) (relating to coning motion of a

- .rigid body rather than coning in attitude errors) then show that there is a real drift,

" N ' about the coning axis which is associated with the coning motion. The strapdown

system will detect this real drift but will not track the coning motion. The system will

therefore think it is rotating about the coning axis whereas the system returns to a given

attitude each cycle. Therefore rectified errors will result.

S .
4°.
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Appendix B

TYPICAL MAGNITUDES OF CONING ERRORS FOR A STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATOR

In this Appendix the results of Appendix A are used to calculate typical magnitudes 4

of coning errors for a strapdown inertial navigator for the following particular cases.

B.1 Case I

Suppose the inertial navigator uses ring laser gyroscopes which dither at 400 Hz

and that the bandwidth of the attitude update algorithm is less than 400 Hz. Suppose .°4

further that the dither stimulates one of the following:

(i) rigid body circular coning motion of the entire sensor cluster with

2 seconds of arc half-angle and 400 Hz frequency;

(ii) cyclic sensor errors due to flexure of the gyros or of the mounting block.

In this case the cyclic errors are assumed to be equivalent to a 400 Hz

coning motion with a 2 seconds of arc half-angle as in case (i) above.

Then according to section 2 and Appendix A, the resulting angular error about the I.
coning axis will be equal to the area swept out by the coning motion on the unit sphere.

Multiplying this error by the coning frequency then yields a coning error equivalent to

a gyro drift of 0.02 deg/h. If the coning motion is not stable then this drift cannot be

calibrated and would therefore yield a velocity uncertainty of the order of 4 ft/s and a

position uncertainty of about I nm/h.

B.2 Case 2

Suppose the inertial navigator experiences rigid body coning motion at 0.2 Hz and

with 2 deg half-angle. Suppose also that a gyro on the sensor cluster has an orthogon-

ality error of 6 seconds of arc with respect to the coning axis. Then "true coning

errors - type 2" will occur.

To quantify the magnitude of the coning errors, it is necessary to calculate the

rectified angular rate which is experienced about the coning axis. Equation (A-3) is

used and yields a rate of 158 deg/h. The 6 seconds of arc gyro orthogonality error will

then cause an erroneous gyro drift of about 0.005 deg/h. This yields a velocity

uncertainty of I ft/s and a position uncertainty of about 0.25 nm/h.

%,
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A a constant

A an area on the unit sphere enclosed by the curve

n an integer

T the time for one coning cycle

X,Y,Z an orthogonal triad of axes fixed in a body

the unit vector along the Z axis

r a curve traced out on the unit sphere by the Z axis

w man angular velocity

wN the net angular velocity for one cycle

P an angular displacement about the Z axis over one coning cycle
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